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Antiretroviral therapies have been tested with the goal of maintaining virological suppression with a particular
attention in limiting drug-related toxicity. With this aim we designed the DUAL study: a randomized, open-
label, multicenter, 96weeks-long pilot exploratory study in virologically suppressed HIV-1þ patients with the
aim of evaluating the immunovirological success and the impact on non-HIV related morbidity of switching
to a dual therapy with darunavir-ritonavir (DRV/r) and rilpivirine (RPV). We recruited patients who received a
PI/r-containing HAART for "6months, HIV-RNA < 50cp/mL for "3months, eGFR > 60mL/min/1,73m2,
without DRV or RPV RAMs. We randomized patients in arm A: RPVþDRV/r QD or arm B: ongoing triple
therapy. The primary endpoint has been defined as the percentage of patients with HIV-RNA < 50cp/mL at
week 48 (ITT). VACS index, Framingham CVD risk (FRS) and urinary RBP (uRBP) were calculated. We used
Chi-square or Fisher statistics for categorical variables and Mann-Whitney U for continuous ones. Forty-one
patients were enrolled (22 in arm A, 14 in arm B, plus 5 screening failures): 30 patients reached 96weeks:
100% had HIV-RNA < 50cp/mL in arm A versus 91.7% in arm B. Similar changes were observed in median
CD4/mL between baseline and week 96 (þ59 versus# 31, p: n.s.). Thirty-one in arm A and 23 in arm B
adverse events took place, whereas only 1 was serious (arm A: turbinate hypertrophy, unrelated to HAART).
Among the 6 discontinuations (3 in A, 3 in B), only 1 was related to adverse event (arm A: G3 depression,
insomnia, weakness). VACS index, median FRS and median uRBP values did not vary from baseline to
week 96. At 96-weeks all patients switched to a QD 2-drug regimen based on DRV/rþRPV maintained
HIV-RNA suppression, but a single patient who showed a virological failure at week 4. CD4 counts
increased overtime without significant differences between the two arms. The novel dual regimen was well
tolerated with the same amount of discontinuation as the control arm. VACS index, FRS and uRBP did not
differ between arms at week 96.
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Introduction
The clinical approach to HIV infection nowadays is
stably based on the combination of three antiretroviral
drugs: a backbone of two nucleoside reverse transcript-
ase inhibitors (NRTIs) and a third drug among non-
nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs),
protease inhibitors (PIs), integrase inhibitors (INIs).1–3

The effectiveness of HAART, meant as a 3-drug regi-
men (3DR), with the increase in survival and the paral-
lel reduction in mortality, has highlighted the need to
reflect on its long-term consequences.4,5 Side effects
of HAART, such as the impact on kidney function of
some drugs, like tenofovir (TDF), or the alterations of
bone and lipid metabolism, are still the main concern
in our patients’ management.6,7

Therapeutic simplification during HAART is recom-
mended by the international guidelines and represents
an effective optimization option in virologically-
suppressed patients with relevant comorbidities,
pharmacological interaction or adherence issues.1

The main therapeutic options are the reduction in the
number of regimen components (less drug regimens)
and the reduction in the number of doses/administra-
tions and in the daily amount of pills (management sim-
plification). The de-intensification schemes contemplate
two-drug combinations (dual therapies), as recom-
mended by the recent EACS guidelines, version 10 (8):
these strategies are theoretically able to reduce the
NRTIs-related toxicity and the costs of the HAART.

Dual therapies were initially prescribed to HIV
patients with the aim of reducing long-term toxicity by
reducing or excluding NRTIs from their ongoing thera-
peutic regimen. More recently, regimens based on the
combination of boosted PIs (PIs/r) and lamivudine
(3TC) have been studied9–11 in assuming that 3TC is
free from long-term toxicity, or at least has significantly
less side effects than other molecules from the same
class. Also, DTG þ 3TC-based therapies have been
tested as an effective and well tolerated simplification
strategy.12 Recent studies in drug-experienced and viro-
logically suppressed patients were performed to support
the virological efficacy of DTG þ 3TC dual therapy,
both in small cohorts and in international clinical tri-
als.13–15 We acknowledge the fact that there are other 2-
drug regimens (2DR) of interest, such as boosted
PIþNNRTI16 and INIþNNRTI,17 as reported by sev-
eral guidelines including the recent EACS v.10.8

Aim of our study was to evaluate the virological
success, cardiovascular risk, renal toxicity and overall
frailty, and mid-long term safety within 96weeks after
the switch in HIV-patients with suppressed viraemia of
a dual therapy, excluding NRTI, with Darunavir/ritona-
vir (DRV/r) plus Rilpivirine (RPV) once daily (QD)

versus triple NRTI-containing therapy. The main rea-
son for simplification to a boosted PI-based 2DR was
NRTI toxicity/tolerability or NRTI resistance.

Methods
Study design
The present study was designed as a multicentric,
randomized, open-label, 96-week clinical trial, on
HIV-1-infected adults who were virologically sup-
pressed and who were receiving a PIs/r at baseline,
from 6 Italian Departments of Infectious Diseases.

Participants were randomized 1:1 to switch to RPV
25mg QD plus DRV/r 800/100mg QD (Arm A), or to
continue their current 3-drug NRTI-containing ART
(Arm B). We initially planned to randomly assign 60
patients to each of the two arms. Hypothesizing a per-
centage of 10% lost to follow-up, the total number of
patients to be randomized was 132. The randomization
was performed in blocks and stratified basing on sero-
logical status for HCV (positive or negative) and
immunological status (CD4< 200 cell/lL, CD4¼
200–500 cell/lL, CD4> 500 cell/lL. This study was
designed as a pilot exploratory study, so there was not
a formal calculation of the study sample and conse-
quently of its statistical power. The sample size of 132
subjects was set based on feasibility reasons and
estimated number of eligible patients.

After the signature of the informed consent,
a visit was performed including clinical evaluation, vital
signs measurement, laboratory analyses (haematology,
lymphocyte subpopulations, blood chemistry, urinalysis,
HIV-RNA) and an ECG record (for Q-T interval
measurement). Follow-up visits were performed at
weeks: 4 (including ECG control), 12, 24, 36, 48, 60,
72, and 96 (with laboratory analyses and clinical evalu-
ation). Adverse events (AE) and serious adverse events
(SAE) were collected and graded according to the
Division of AIDS (DAIDS, NIAID, NIH) method.18

Study population
All the enrolled patients were at least 18 years-old, HIV-1
infected adults under HAART for at least 12months,
under PI-containing HAART for at least 6months,
with HIV-RNA <50cp/mL for at least 3months, without
viral blips, with an eGFR >60mL/min/m2.

Exclusion criteria were: a genotypic test document-
ing any mutation associated to RPV or DRV, accord-
ing to 2011 IAS-USA list (RT: K101E/P, E138A/G/K/
Q/R, V179L, Y181C/I/V, Y188L, H221Y, F227C,
M230I/L; protease: V11I, V32I, L33F, I47V, I50V,
I54M/L, T74P, L76V, I84V, L89V) (RAM), Child-
Pugh grade C or grade 3-4 abnormalities of transami-
nases, acute cardiovascular event occurring in the last
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6months, AIDS-defining event during the last
6months, current drug abuse, HBsAg positivity, preg-
nancy or breastfeeding.

Virological success and safety analyses
The study’s primary endpoint was HIV-RNA < 50 cp/
mL at week 48 (96) according to Intention to Treat
approach. Secondary endpoints were: for immunology,
comparison of the variation in CD4 count (absolute
and percentage) vs BL in the two arms; for safety,
comparison of the variation of VACS index (a score
validated in the US Veterans Aging cohort and used as
HIV and non-HIV related morbidity and hospitalization
risk indicator in HIV-positive patients),19 Coronary
Heart Disease risk (by Framingham score), urinary
retinol-binding protein (RBP: as marker of proximal
kidney tubulopathy), lipid panel (total cholesterol, HDL,
LDL, triglycerides) and glycemia. Safety analyses were
performed also as Per Protocol. We also examined
plasma DRV and RPV trough concentrations (C trough)
in patients who presented a virological failure.

Randomization strategy and
statistical methods
The stratified randomization method was selected to
assign the subjects into 2 arms in our trial. This method
was used to achieve balance among groups in terms
of subjects’ baseline characteristics (covariates). In our
trial, the specific covariates which we identified were
the anti-HCV antibodies (positive or negative) and the
level of CD4 lymphocytes (<200 cell/lL, 200-500 cell/
lL, and >500 cell/lL). The distribution provided
a block of 6 subjects for each possibility, divided in the
2 study arms. The combination of these 6 stratification
possibilities and the scarce enrolment by clinical centers
determined the unbalance between the 2 arms.

Results were shown in descriptive analyses as count
and percentages for categorical variables, and 25-50-75
percentiles for continuous ones. In statistical analyses
we compared Arm A and B for differences at
each time-point and versus baseline according to v2,
Fisher’s exact, McNemar tests, and according
to t-test, if assumptions of normality were respected,
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test otherwise.

When analysing endpoints of virological success, the
Intention-To-Treat approach was adopted. In the ITT
analyses on virological suppression, single missing values
at each timepoint were interpolated from all the previous
observations and the one following for each patient. In
case of two or more consecutive missing values, data
were imputed according to LOCF technique. For safety
endpoints, Per-Protocol analyses were also performed.

The level of statistical significance for any test,
two-tailed, was set at a¼ .05.

All statistical analyses were performed using the
software package SPSS (IBM Corp; Version 24.0
Armonk, NY).

Ethics statement
The central ethical approval, as communicated to the
Italian Ministry of Health, was provided by the
Comitato Etico per la Sperimentazione clinica (IRB) at
‘Luigi Sacco’ Hospital, Milan, Italy. All the ethics
committees/institutional review boards of the partici-
pating centres approved this study, and each participant
provided informed consent. Our trial has been regis-
tered as HLS03/2012 on EUDRACT (2012-005192-
14) and ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01792570).

Results
Forty-two patients from 6 Italian Centres (DIBIC Luigi
Sacco, Milan; Policlinico San Matteo, Pavia;
Policlinico Universitario of Bari; ASST Valle Olona,
Ospedale di Circolo, Busto Arsizio; Policlinico
Universitario of Turin; First Division of Infectious
Diseases of Luigi Sacco Hospital, Milan) were
screened. Five screening failures occurred. The reasons
for the 5 screening failures were the following: two
patients had genotypic mutations that were not admit-
ted, one patient was not virogically suppressed for at
least 3months, one patient was pregnant and one
patient did not respect the eGFR criterion.

Twenty-three patients were randomised to arm A
(simplification to dual antiretroviral therapy), among
them 1 patient immediately after randomization with-
drawn the informed consent, thus he has not taken
investigational drugs and has not been included in the
analysis. Fourteen patients were randomized to arm B
(continuing their triple antiretroviral therapy).
Therefore, the analysis population included 36 patients.
The previous backbone regimens were as follow: 20
subjects received TDF/FTC (12 in arm A and 8 in arm
B) and 17 subjects received ABC/3TC (11 in arm
A and 6 in arm B).

Demographic characteristics at baseline
in the two arms
Our study population did not show significant differen-
ces between the two arms at baseline (Table 1).
Indeed, the two groups had homogeneous characteris-
tics regarding (arm A vs Arm B), e.g.: CD4 nadir (187
vs 222 cell/mmc), median values of CD4 at enrollment
(745 vs 670 cell/mmc), VACS index (21 vs 22 points)
and median basal values of urinary retinol-binding pro-
tein (RBP) (4.9 vs 11.4).
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Immunovirological response in the two arms
We analysed the percentage of patients with HIV-RNA
<50 copies/mL at different timepoints (Figure 1A).
HIV-RNA measurements were unavailable for two
patients in arm A since W12 and W48, and for one
patient in arm B since W36, due to withdrawal from
the study. These missing data were imputed according
to LOCF. For nine patients (2 in arm A and 7 in arm
B) having a single missing observation during the
96weeks of follow-up, data were always imputed as
<50 copies/mL, since the viral load was undetectable
in all the previous observations and the one following.
Six HIV-RNA blips were observed in one patient in
arm A and five in Arm B.

At screening, 95.5% vs 100% of patients presented
with HIV-RNA <50 copies/mL in arm A and in arm B,
respectively; at baseline and week 4, 90.9% vs 100%; at
week 12, 90.9% vs 92.9%; at week 24, 90.9% vs
92.9%; at week 48, 90.9% vs 85.7%; and at week 96,
90.9% vs 91.7%. No statistical difference was inferred
in the comparison between arms at any timepoint nor
versus baseline. These findings were confirmed even in
a “worst scenario” analysis, that is when setting to "50
copies/mL each LOCF observation.

We did not find statistically significant differences
between the two groups when comparing median, with
IQR, values of CD4 lymphocytes at established time-
points (week 4, 12, 24, 48 and 96) and vs BL between
the two arms (Figure 1B). Median values of CD4 were
constantly above 500 cell/mmc (at baseline 745 vs 670
cell/mmc in arm A and in arm B respectively; at week 4,
663 vs 608 cell/mmc; at week 12, 651 vs 615 cell/mmc;
at week 24, 771 vs 667 cell/mmc; at week 48, 767 vs
606 cell/mmc; at week 96, 822 vs 712 cell/mmc).

Effects on toxicity (VACS index, Framingham
risk score, urinary retinol-binding protein)
One of the main aims of our study was the evaluation
of the therapeutic simplification to DRV/rþRPV

impact on toxicity, investigated in terms of cardiovascu-
lar risk, renal toxicity and all cause and cause specific
mortality. Thus, we evaluated: our patients’ cardiovas-
cular risk at 10 years according to Framingham score,
VACS index, and finally we dosed the urinary RBP.

We did not find statistically significant differences
in Framingham risk score median values neither
at baseline or in the evolution at week 48 or 96 in the
two arms (at baseline, 10 vs 11 in arm A and in arm B,
respectively p 0.829; at week 48, 9.41 vs 9.1 in arm
A and in arm B p 0.359; at week 96, 10.5 vs 7.25
in arm A and in arm B p 0.724).

Median values of VACS index, yet homogeneous
in the two arms at baseline (21 vs 22 in arm A and in
arm B, respectively), did not significantly change
in the evolution from baseline to week 12 (24 vs 32 in
arm A and in arm B, p 0.583) and week 48 (29 vs 30
in arm A and in arm B, p 0.999). At week 96, arm A
compared to arm B (12 vs 27 in arm A and in arm B,
p 0.377) showed a trend towards improvement.

We dosed the urinary RBP our cohort (Figure 2);
at baseline, we didn’t find statistically significant
differences in median values between the two arms.
Evaluating the evolution at week 12, 48 and 96,
statistically significant differences did not emerge
(at week 96, the comparison between arms showed
p 0.894).

Discontinuations and adverse events
Overall, we registered 51 non serious adverse events in
our cohort, occurred in 19 patients (Table 2).
Specifically, 31 non serious adverse events occurred in
13 patients in arm A and 20 non serious adverse events
in 6 patients in arm B. Analysing them in detail, 24
adverse events were related to pre-existing diseases,
whereas 23 to diseases occurred during the study par-
ticipation (fracture of the left homerus, hidradenitis,
epigastric pain, tickly cough, sore throat, acute otitis,

Table 1 Demographic characteristics at baseline in the two arms

Arm

pA (22 pts) B (14 pts)

Sex F % (#) 22.7% (5) 28.6% (4) ns
M % (#) 77.3% (17) 71.4% (10)

Age Median (IQR) 44.8 (40.9-49.2) 50.6 (42.0-587.3) ns
CD4 Nadir # Median (IQR) 187 (30-310) 222 (91-350) ns
Risk factor IDU % (#) 22.7% (5) 21.4% (3) ns

Sexual % (#) 68.2% (15) 71.4% (10)
Other % (#) 9.1% (2) 7.1% (1)

HIV1 (yrs) Median (IQR) 7.00 (5.00-16.00) 10.50 (3.00-17.00) ns
ART (yrs) Median (IQR) 6.50 (2.51-12.24) 5.03 (3.04-7.90) ns
BL - CD4 Median (IQR) 745 (598-1265) 670 (549-823) ns
BL - VACS Median (IQR) 21 (12-30) 22 (9-38) ns
BL - uRBP 4.9 11.4 ns

Notes: CD4 median values, with interquartile range (IQR) 25 and 75, IDU: intravenous drug user, Arm A: 2DR, Arm B: continued 3DR;
VACS: Veteran Aging Cohort Study, uRBP: urinary Retinol-binding protein, ns: not significative.
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hypertension, hyperglycemia, hemorrohoids, constipa-
tion, hypercholesterolemia, hepatic steatosis, supracla-
vicular pain, headache, rhinitis, right knee pain, breast
fibroadenoma); more adverse events occurred in the
same patients and the attending clinician related them
to the current investigational therapy, that was inter-
rupted, as we will discuss later. Among the adverse

events occurred during the study, only in 2 cases a
possible relation to the therapy was supposed by the
clinician: in both cases the event was low grade hyper-
cholesterolemia and occurred in arm A.

Only one serious adverse event occurred
(hospitalization for surgery for turbinate hypertrophy)
in arm A.

Figure 1 A. Percentage of subjects with HIV-RNA <50 copies/mL from baseline to week 96 of the study. Notes. Arm A:
2DR; Arm B: continued 3DR; WK: week; cp: copies
B. CD4/lL median values, with IQR 25 and 75 from baseline to week 96 of the study. Notes. Arm A: 2DR; Arm B: continued
3DR; WK: week
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Neither pregnancies nor new HIV-related events
occurred in our cohort.

After analysing the study discontinuations, we
found that 3 occurred in arm A and 3 in arm B. In arm
A: one patient was a virological failure without taking
the experimental drug combination (this patient will be
described in a short while) at week 8, one patient expe-
rienced a non-serious adverse event and the attending
physician decided to discontinue the treatment at week
48 and one patient was a virological failure at week
24. In arm B: one patient was discontinued by the
physician after the onset of non-serious adverse events
at week 60, one patient was discontinued by the phys-
ician after the onset of non-serious adverse events at
week 84 and one patient discontinued the study with-
out giving any explanation at week 36.

In arm A, 1 discontinuation occurred because of
viral rise (955 cp/mL) detected at baseline, thus before
therapeutic simplification. At week 4, HIV-RNA was
found positive again (14,082 cp/mL), thus identifying a
virological failure (defined by the protocol as two con-
secutive values of HIV-RNA >50 cp/mL or a single
value > 1,000 cp/mL). At week 4, DRV and RPV plas-
matic concentrations were evaluated, showing drug
concentrations in therapeutic ranges. A genotypic
resistance test was performed, documenting the pres-
ence of 35D, 63 P, 93 L in the protease region and no
mutations in the reverse transcriptase region. The
described mutations had already been detected by a
genotypic test performed in 2011.

Discussion
Our data show a persistence of virological suppression
in all patients who were randomised to the experimen-
tal arm, based on a dual therapy with DRV/r plus RPV
QD. We observed one virological failure in one patient
randomised to arm A, but this patient had reported
positive HIV-RNA (955 cp/mL) at baseline, thus
before the change to the study treatment occurred. The
virological failure was defined with week 4 blood test
(HIV-RNA 14,082 cp/mL), when the resistance test
was performed. It did not detect new RAMs compared
to the previous tests. At the interview with his
clinician, the patient reported poor adherence to the
antiretroviral treatment in that period.

From week 12, every patient randomised to arm A
mantained HIV-RNA below 50 cp/mL, without viral
blips, so this simplification strategy during 96weeks
showed an excellent virological outcome like the
Probe study at 48weeks20 and the RIDAR observa-
tional study.21

Regarding tolerability, VACS index and
Framingham risk score at week 48 and 96 did not
differ between the two arms. Retinol binding-protein
values, yet homogeneous at baseline in the two groups,
did not vary statistically significantly at weeks 48 and
96 between control arm and simplification arm.

In our study, the same number of discontinuations
(n. 3) occurred in the two arms; among them, only one
was related to antiretroviral treatment: in arm A one
patient complained occurrence of fatigue, insomnia
and malaise, that the physician related to HAART.
Thus, it was decided to interrupt the study treatment
and resume the initial regimen. In our study, pregnan-
cies and HIV-related events did not occur.

The therapeutical simplification from a standard
3-drug regimen to DRV/r plus RPV QD in our study

Table 2 Adverse events in the 2 study arms

Total Arm A Arm B

# events 51 31 20
# patients 19 13 6

Notes: Arm A: 2DR, Arm B: continued 3DR.

Figure 2 Retinol binding protein (RBP) profile in arm A and arm B form baseline (BL) to week (W) 96. Notes: Arm A: 2DR;
Arm B: continued 3DR; marked “þ” is the mean, marked line is the median, sides of the rectangle are the 25% and 75% IQR
with their whiskers
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proved to be safe and effective in HIV-infected
patients in virological suppression, within a 96-weeks
interval, which can be considered a sufficient observa-
tion time for switch trials. Moreover, our simplification
strategy was based on a 2-drug regimen, i.e. less drug
burden, which potentially averted tolerability events.22

The major limit of our study is the poor numerous-
ness of our sample, which limits its extrapolation. In
fact, the number of enrolled patients was below what
we expected when this study was designed. As pos-
sible explanations, we identified some limitative fac-
tors: such as the need to examine previous genotypic
resistance tests to ensure the absence of resistance
mutations to the study drugs among the inclusion crite-
ria and the poor motivation of satellite centres partici-
pating to our study. This trial was concluded when
simplification regimens appeared to be more oriented
to integrase inhibitor and, notably, this is the difficulty
that nowadays every investigator finds when conduct-
ing independent studies.23 The initial history of 2-drug
regimens started to show beneficial effects from
PI/rþ 3TC regimens, such as Atlas, Salt, and Dual
trials,9–11 which may have a higher burden of drug
interactions due to PIs/r, then moved to INI-including
regimens. So it is very likely that this last strategy
polarized investigators attention. Nevertheless, we
have to consider that INI-containing regimens, in par-
ticular dolutegravir, had some tolerability issues.24,25

In our trial, the randomisation per blocks properly
identified subjects in the two study arms, including them
in the first available ‘‘slot’’ according to two predefined
parameters: serogical status for HCV and lymphocytes
CD4 number/lL). We did not manage to complete the
predefined number of enrolments, thus the subjects
disposition in the two study arms resulted numerically
unbalanced towards the experimental arm versus the
control arm. After acknowledging this intrinsic
unbalance, we still observe that viro-immunological
success was preserved in Arm A. We observed only one
virological failure in arm A - a subject who would not
be enrolled in the trial from the beginning – and no
immunological failure; in arm A 86.3% of subjects
continued the 2-drug regimen for 2 years with the main-
tenance of the good clinical initial conditions, whereas
11/14 (78.5%) kept the on-going treatment in arm B.
In parallel, our per-protocol analysis did evidence any
difference in regards to safety among the 2 arms.

We can conclude that, although our small numbers
can lead to a limited generalizability of our results, we
used stringent enrollment criteria and in our study the
dual regimen based on rtv-boosted darunavir plus
rilpivirine was a reliable simplification option in not
immune-compromised HIV-infected patients.
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